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Transportation Execution
Transport with ePOD Mobile App

Eyefreight TMS

Get centralized freight management optimization
designed specifically to help shippers take control
of logistics performance and risk.

QuickLink Automate Move
Time Slot Management
Freight Cost Management
Terminal and Warehouse Visibility
ProcessWeaver

Challenge
Global enterprises spent approximately
$9.6T on logistics-related services
in 2020. But how much was spent
wisely? Many organizations are often
too buried in spreadsheets, emails
and phone calls to be able to
proactively plan.
This lack of transportation data
connectivity and standardization
means there is no single platform
or central rate repository you can
use to streamline transactions.
Overspending is often endemic, as
are operational risks and potential
delays. And when you’re growing
quickly, it’s tough to find a solution
that can scale up with you.
How can you empower your team
to see across the supply chain and
standardize data? Furthermore, how
can you put that data to work in a way
that transforms high-impact KPIs?

Solution
The Elemica Move™ Eyefreight TMS
module is a packaged suite that
connects transportation providers
directly to your ERP system to deliver
real-time updates and total logistical
awareness. Eyefreight TMS
automatically finds the best
combination of routes and carriers
to get your delivery to its destination
on time and at the lowest cost; even
without human intervention if desired.
Access real-time data, along with
the chance to take action when it
counts. Some of the world’s leading
corporations such as ABB, Levis
Strauss & Company and Heineken
have streamlined their logistics
function with Eyefreight TMS—
optimizing shipping loads, getting
more value from carrier contracts,
refining multi-modal transportation
arrangements, automating critical
transactions, improving the accuracy
of shipping cost estimates and more.

•

Get real-time logistics data
across the supply chain

•

Reduce logistics-related
spend and waste

•

Improve real-time
decision quality

•

Maximize value from
carriers and other
providers

•

Automate or streamline
transportation operations

At a Glance

Eyefreight TMS
Features
01

Create optimal shipment plans and processes
based on business rules and use algorithms to
identify optimal transportation arrangements

02

Configure details of your logistics environment

03

Perform freight cost audits and settlements

04

Monitor load deliveries in real-time—enabling
on-the-fly event, exception and cost management

05

Generate powerful KPIs and business analytics

06

Perform shipment tendering and shipping
document generation

07

Support all transportation modes: road, sea,
air, rail, barge, LCL, FCL, LTL, FTL, parcel, both
inbound and outbound

Benefits
Merge transportationrelated data from multiple
sources, carriers, regions
and accounts

Consolidate orders
based on location,
delivery window and
package dimensions

Manage costs more
effectively, from reviewing
carrier contract terms
to rejecting or approving
additional costs in
real-time

Know where every
shipment stands and
manage deviations
proactively, keeping
planners and other
stakeholders informed
in real time

Optimize inbound
and outbound loads
(simultaneously)

Save 5–10 percent on
freight cost overall and
between $15 and $25 on
labor cost per shipment

Elemica transforms supply chains by replacing manual and complex approaches with efficient and reliable ones. The world’s
leading business network for process-intensive industries, we drive bottom line results by promoting reduced cost of operations,
faster process execution, automation of key business processes, removal of transactional barriers and seamless information
flow between trading partners.
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